
Swivel wall mount for TV from 14 to 42 inch
SKU: ECTVOR42INCH20KG

Enjoy your favourite films from any angle with the TV wall mount

MOBILE

Ekon TV walls mounts are designed for 14" to 42" flat screens and VESA 200 x 200. The single arm allows for optimal
mobility and gives you the ability to adjust a TV weighing up to 20 kg to exactly the position you want.

EXTENDABLE

The single metal armcan extend up to 28 cm: perfect if you have limited space but also want to adjust your TV so you can
better watch a film.

PIVOTABLE AND TILTABLE

The pivot pins can be pivoted up to 120° and tilted up to 15°, ensuring the mount not only provides a great range of
movement, but also optimal visual control. Whether you're lying down or sitting on a bed, sofa or armchair, you'll always have the
perfect view of your favourite programmes.

DEFINING FEATURES:

for flat screen TV from 14" to 42", VESA max 200 x 200 and max weight 20 kg
arm extendable from 9 to 28 cm
pivotable 120 degrees
tiltable +/- 15 degrees



metal

INCLUDES:

TV support
instruction manual



Swivel wall mount for TV from 14 to 42 inch
SKU: ECTVOR42INCH20KG

Technical data
Arm length: 28 cm  
Suited for: For TVs up to 42 inches  
EAN: 8018417322877  
Tilt: 15°  
VESA Dimensions: 200x200  
SKU: ECTVOR42INCH20KG  
Weight: 400 g  
Max. load: 20 KILOg  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 310 mm  
Width Pack: 170 mm  
Depth Inner: 140 mm  
Height Pack: 45 mm  
Weight Pack: 1030 g  
Width Inner: 50 mm  
Amount Inner: 1  
Depth Master: 330 mm  
Height Inner: 310 mm  
Weight Inner: 1030 g  
Width Master: 260 mm  
Amount Master: 12  
Height Master: 230 mm  
Weight Master: 12845 g  
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